FIVE TEAMS COMPETE IN WRESTLING TOURNAMENT THIS WEEK

Harvard Is Favorite To Win New England; M.I.T. Strong In Lightweights

For the winding of their season the Beaver varsity wrestlers are entering the New England wrestling Intercollegiates being held Thursday and Saturday at Tufts. Despite the technological outfit, teams from Tufts, Brown, Harvard, and Williams are entered with these teams, all good, competing, and most of last year's champions back defending their positions, some clever work should be shown before next year's champions can be named.

STAR FRATERNITY BASKETBALL AGAIN

Proceedings basketball is again up for play. Last year's winner was Delta Sigma Phi, and the runner up was Sigma Nu. The first round has already been played, and the second round of matches is being played on Tuesday afternoon. The matches may prove to be played before the final, which will be held at Alumni Gym, April 5th.

Cowles Tennis Racquets Restringing a specialty

67 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, Mass.
University $17

GREEKS IN FINALS OF BOWLING TOURNAMENT

Last night in Walker Room the final counts of the interfraternity bowling tournament was held. Delta Sigma Phi and Delta Kappa Epsilon were the two teams that were chosen to play in the finals. The winners will be decided Tuesday, March 29, to determine the championship. Last year Phi Delta Chi were the winners and Delta Kappa Epsilon runners up.

Boston University plans to establish a branch in London during the coming semester. The security already realized has branches in Poets and Rover.

COWLES TENNIS RACQUETS

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO

Stone & Webster INCORPORATED

Consult engineering power stations, domestic developments, trunk and interurban railways, gas and chemical plants, industrial plants, water lines and buildings.

CONSTRUCT either from their own designs or from designs of other engineers or architects.

OPERATE public utility and industrial companies.

REPORT on going concerns, proposed extensions, new projects, designs of new projects.

FINANCE industrial and public utility properties.
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WE STATE it as our honest belief that the tobaccos used in Chestfield Cigarettes are of finer quality and hence of higher taste than in any other cigarettes at the price.

They're MILD CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES

and yet they SATISFY

ALWAYS THE SAME!